Frequently Asked Questions
BlueDot Design Competition 2018
- How do I register?
Registration is free. To register for the competition entrants must complete the electronic
registration form on competition.stichtingbluedot.nl. Once registered, entrants will receive an
e-mail with a competition identification number. Registration is possible until the day of the
final deadline.
If you have subscribed for the course ID5548 BlueDot: Design Contest you are automatically
registered, so you don’t have to register on the website. You will automatically receive an
e-mail with a competition identification number. Enrolling for this course is no longer
possible.
- When is the deadline to hand in my entry.
Entries should be handed in in February/March (precise date to be anounced). Keep in mind
that the deadline for the  course ID5548 BlueDot: Design Contest (January 31, 2018)  may
differ from the deadline for the Bluedot Design Competition.
- What is the purpose of the competition identification number?
The assigned competition identification number is to be used on all submitted materials and
ensures anonymity. Entries submitted without the assigned competition identification number
will not be accepted by the Competition Committee.
- How can I submit multiple entries?
Simply submit multiple entries. Make sure each separate entry contains your registration
number.
- Who is eligible?
All individuals or groups (maximum of 2 people per team, possibly more in consideration with
the committee) interested in the competition are welcome to participate. All participants must
be registered students of the Delft University of Technology. BlueDot staff members are not
eligible.
- Is there an entry fee?
No entry fee will be charged.
- Can I send in more than one design?
Each participant or team of participants can send in more than one design, it is however not
allowed to send in one and the same entry under different participant names.

- How do I submit my entry?
Deliver your entry at
Room C-2-350
Faculty of Industrial Design Engineering
Landbergstraat 15
2628 CE Delft
Dates TBA.
- What do I have to hand in?
- All imagery and accompanying texts need to be presented in poster formats, preferably
pasted on foam board, approximately A2 size.
- A description of the entry is mandatory, 100~300 words in length.
- A structural-design drawing / sketch is required, showing the construction of the design.
- A physical model
- Do I need to make a model?
Yes, a model is required to participate in the competition. The aim is to provide a model that
is as representative as possible.
- How is anonymity guaranteed?
After registration you will receive an identification number. This number instead of your name
is to be put on all the material(s) you would like to submit. Your name will therefore not be
known to the jury as they will not see the registration and / or entry forms.
- Do I get points for joining the competition?
If you are enrolled in the course ID5548 BlueDot: Design Contest you can earn 3 ECTS. It is
no longer possible to subscribe for the course.
- Is there any relation between grading for the course ID5548 BlueDot: Design Contest
and the outcome of the competition?
No, grades for the course and the outcome of the competition are in no way linked.
Therefore, it is possible to win the competition but still fail the course, and the other way
around.

